
     
 

 

 

    
              

  

               
         

              
      

                 
          

       

                
              

                
   

 
               

             
  

 
                

         
     
      
                 

 
            

 
                  

     
               
                

 
          

Accessibility – some helpful tips 

Information for course creators 
Based on Level AA compliancy and only selected relevant criteria to LEON system 

Visual tips 

 Select templates and themes with sans serif fonts. Good Sans Serif font examples include: 
Calibri, Franklin Gothic Book, Lucida Sans and Segoe UI. 

 Use solid backgrounds with contrasting text colour. This is preferred to patterned / 
watermarked backgrounds and low-contrast text themes. 

 To make information more accessible, differentiate it in more than one way. E.g. in charts: use 
both colour and text to mark up different chart elements. 

Perceivable “Non-text content has a text alternative” 

- Pre-recorded media has a text alternative provided by SME (this applies to video and audio, 
unless the audio is an alternative to text and clearly labelled as such) 

- Images – use alt text (unless images are for decorative purposes only) Alt-text should be 
provided by SME 

Adaptable: 
Create content that can be presented in different ways (for example simpler layout) without losing 
information or structure. Content is not restricted to a single orientation (portrait/landscape) unless 
absolutely essential. 

Distinguishable 
Make it easier for users to see and hear content including separating foreground from background. 

-E.g colours are not fundamental to understanding the content 
- stop automatic audio play 
- high contrast text and images 
- text can be resized without assistive technology up to 200 percent without loss of content or 
functionality. 
- Avoid images of text if essential to understand content. E.g wordart 

Operable: 
- Is it possible to navigate the entire course with keyboard? (this should be part of final checking 
process before launching the course) 
- No two dimensional scrolling to see the full content (up down and left right) 
- Give users enough time to read or allow users to adjust (e.g. pause scrolling content) 

Understandable: 
- Is the text clear, unambiguous and not too complicated? 



      
       
             
         
                

                  
                

   
        

        
             

    
    

 

 

 

- Use of headings and labels. 
- Consider a glossary for specialist vocabulary. 
- Error identification – needs to be explained in text e.g. quiz results 
- Clear labels provided when user input is required. 
- Accessible links: changing a hyperlink's display text to ordinary language can make it easier to 
understand for users who rely on screen-readers. Avoid words such as ‘Click here’ or ‘Learn more’. -
- Accessible file names: Ensure downloadable files are named clearly and describe content of the file 

Things to avoid: 
Drag and drop – use drop down instead 
No objects that flash more than three times 
Elements that change on hover and change the content of the page 

Final Check before launch 
Test Keyboard only navigation 


